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(54) Flare tube assembly of hydraulic power steering apparatus

(57) Disclosed is a flare tube assembly for a pressure
pipe of an hydraulic cylinder e.g. in a power steering com-
prising: a plug (310) formed with an insertion hole (312)
through which the pressure pipe (305) is inserted into the
plug, and having an annular groove (314) formed on an
outer peripheral surface of a lower portion of the plug; a
fitting part (330) having a coupling groove (332) formed

on an inner peripheral surface of an upper portion thereof,
through which the plug is inserted into the fitting part, a
through-hole (334) through which the pressure pipe is
inserted into the fitting part (330), and a step portion (336)
formed on an inner surface of the fitting part, on which
the pressure pipe is seated; and coupling means (320)
installed in the groove (314) formed on the plug, for pre-
venting the plug from being separated from the fitting part.
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